Anatomical aspects of the ginger flower *Etlingera elatior* (Jack.) RM Smith, acclimatization with the usage of different nutritive solutions
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**ABSTRACT**

The Ginger flower, *Etlingera elatior* (Jack.) RM Smith (also known as torch ginger, ginger flower, red ginger lily, torch lily, wild ginger), belonging to the Zingiberaceae family, stands out with one of the main ornamental tropical species. The objectives of the present study were to establish an acclimatization methodology for *in vitro* cultivated cane seedlings, and to compare the internal structure of leaves of seedlings submitted to different nutrient solutions. The seedlings from the *in vitro* culture were transplanted into trays with inert substrate (expanded vermiculite + 10% sand), where they remained in a growth room with controlled temperature of 25 ± 2 °C and photon irradiance of 67 μm m⁻² s⁻¹. Moisture control was carried out by using a transparent plastic bag, which was removed after 15 days and shortly thereafter, the experiments started with the use of nutritive solutions MS (Murashige & Skoog), BJ (Bolle-Jones) and HO (Hoagland & Arnon) at 35% of their ionic strength. For the anatomical study, transverse and paradermal sections were realized in the foliar laminae of seedlings *in vitro*, in period of acclimatization and in plants already established. The *in vitro* seedlings showed survival at 100% when transferred to the *ex vitro* condition. In the cross sections and leaf parser, anatomical differences between the seedlings of the different environments were observed. The abaxial and adaxial epidermis presented significant differences in the environments in which the seedlings developed, showing themselves to be thicker as the acclimatization period increased. The thickness averages of the palisade parenchyma did not differ statistically in the acclimatization periods and in the different nutrient solutions tested. On the other hand, those ones of the spongy parenchyma’s presented significant differences in relation to the nutrient solutions tested, evidencing in all evaluations the MS solution, which contributed the most to the development of the internal structures of the leaf (spongy parenchyma and central vascular cylinder). The highest stomatal density was observed in seedlings developed *in vitro* (250 stomata per mm²) when compared to those ones already acclimatized or even to that one of field, 200 and 190 stomata per mm² respectively. The stomata of the Ginger flower leaves developed *in vitro* presented with polar and equatorial diameters greater than the stomata of leaves already acclimatized and as well as of field.
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**INTRODUCTION**

In Brazil, it stands out as an economically growing activity, the productive sector of flowers and plants, which has been consolidating itself into more relevant positions in the national agribusiness. In addition to adding high potential for future expansion, it has generated employment and income for micro and small producers across the country, especially rural women and thus, sustaining favorable economic performance, despite the context of the economic crisis and financial impact that has affected the country in recent years (Junqueira, Peetz, 2014; Junqueira, Peetz, 2017).

Per capita consumption of flowers and ornamental plants in Europe per year is $60.0 and in the United States the average is $37.0 per year – with higher sales concentrations during the vacation period. Brazil, on the other hand, still has an average of much below (US$ 7.5 per year) when compared to the countries mentioned (Anacleto et al., 2017).
Among the Zingiberaceae, which are tropical ornamental species, the Ginger flower [Ezingera elatior (Jack.) RM Smith], a native plant to Malaysia, stands out. The family includes several species with applications in horticulture, particularly for their use in cooking, medicinal, ornamentation and landscaping and that has been cultivated for many years in Brazil, with great potentiality, mainly as a cut flower. Their seedlings are usually obtained by division of clumps, or by seeds; however, this practice may lead to several problems during cultivation, such as low germination percentage and disease spread (Bezerra; Loges, 2005; Umemoto et al., 2012, Silva et al., 2017).

Specifically for the cultivation of Ginger flower seedlings obtained from in vitro cultivation using nutrient solutions for acclimatization, there are few studies that indicate the nutritive solution for the establishment of these plants outside the glass, which may promote the necessary anatomical changes as greater lignification of the tissues, which are the decisive aspects in the acclimatization capacity of the aforementioned species, exposed to different environmental conditions. (Hanba et al., 2002, Schluter et al., 2003, Silva et al., 2017). Among the solutions are: Hoagland & Arnon (HO) (Neves et al., 2005), Bolle–Jones (BJ) (Santos et al., 2005) e Murashige & Skoog (MS) (Neto et al., 2004).

This stage, however, may become a limiting factor in the micropropagation process (Grattapaglia; Machado, 1998). Therefore, for a better response in acclimatization, high relative humidity, low irradiance and mild temperature must be provided (Debergh, 1991, Yunus et al., 2012). In addition, roots produced in vitro are poorly functional, reason why it should be replaced as soon as possible, which will only occur while maintaining the plant with low transpiration. On the other hand, George (1996) observed that roots formed in vitro do not develop adequately for many micropropagated species.

According to Silva et al. (2014), environmental changes in in vitro cultivation can lead to tissue changes, such as roots and leaves, which are essential tissues for the survival of a plant. Thus, these organs formed in these conditions are insufficient regarding the internal maturity of tissues that are considered essential and decisive in the acclimatization and survival processes of these plants when exposed to high conditions relative humidity and low atmosphere in gases (Hanba et al., 2002, Schluter et al., 2003).

Leaf morphological aspects are key factors for translating environmental conditions and promoting the adaptation of in vitro or ex vitro plants to the new environment, but techniques before transplantation are applied to promote a pre-acclimatization even with plants in vitro (Dunbar-Co et al. 2009, Guan et al. 2011). These adaptations strongly influence internal structural changes in leaf tissues so that they become functional and can help the plant have autonomy. If these adaptations occur late or do not occur, serious implications affecting growth due to interference in photosynthetic and metabolic capacity can be proven through plant death (Vendramini et al. 2002; Pandey et al. 2009). To understand the internal and external changes of plants due to the growth environment, an area of botany, ecological anatomy, is responsible for evidencing and explaining changes such as: cuticular thickening and parenchymatic tissues, production of secondary metabolites that function as a biofilm reflecting excess radiation, stomata below the epidermis level, which contribute to the survival of these plants in adverse environmental conditions that require plasticity of these plants (Haworth and McElwain 2008; Mill and Stark Schilling 2009).

According to Luz et al. (2012), the leaf surface is one of the first regions of the leaf to react to the in vitro environment because in these conditions of high humidity, and low concentration of gases, the thickening of the epidermis is severely affected resembling a plant of aquatic environment, therefore, interferes with wax deposits as well as in some cases may alter the positioning and shape of stomata. As the main consequence of non-deposition of waxes and other elements in the epidermis, excessive water losses occur by sweating.

Changes in the cultivation environment can cause stress and compromise the vital functions of plants in the new environment, thus procedures for transferring plants from in vitro to ex vitro implies offering the plant still in vitro conditions for acclimatization process will succeed. During acclimatization the plant is in a critical period because the stomata are poorly functional, the cuticle is slender and the photosynthetic metabolism is little expressive. It is in this period that intense changes are observed whether they are anatomical, morphological, physiological and photosynthetic. These factors, crucial to the success of micropropagation as a technique for the spread of large-scale plants (Guan et al. 2008, Van Huylenbroeck et al. 1998, Pospšílová et al. 1999, Lamhamedi et al. 2003).

For the authors Brained and Fucchigami (1981), acclimatization of plants from the in vitro culture is one of the stages with greater risk of losses, because the plants are sensitive and tender; therefore, they do not develop the cuticle, resulting in high transpiration, and their cell wall does not present sufficient rigidity for sustaining; the leaves are thin and show lower photosynthetic rates, which causes stress in plants when transferred to the ex vitro environment. Besides, it is worth noting that an expressive number of plant species cultivated in vitro does not survive when transferred from those conditions to a greenhouse or field environment (Hararika, 2003).
According to Campostrini and Otoni (1996) and Amancio et al. (1996) in micropropagated plants, especially in the traditional *in vitro* culture, there is a difficulty of transition from the heterotrophic mechanism to the photoautotrophic one, due to the anatomical, physiological, and epigenetic changes induced by *in vitro* conditions.

In this way, acclimatization represents for some species a limiting factor in the production, due to the high mortality rates, low growth rate and lack of uniformity of the micropropagated seedlings (Hazarika, 2006, Silva et al., 2011, Lima-Brito et al., 2016).

Therefore, conducting research that allows a better understanding of the main factors responsible for controlling excessive sweating of micropropagated plants, especially after the removal of plants from *in vitro* grown plants, is an interesting way to improve and/or develop more efficient transplant and acclimatization protocols.

Considering that the Ginger flower is a species that is not yet widespread and the lack of literature on the evolution of the leaf anatomy during the acclimatization process aided by the use of nutrient solutions, the present work had as objectives to establish a methodology for acclimatization for the seedlings cultivated *in vitro*, as well as to analyze the evolution of the foliar anatomy during acclimatization, using different nutrient solutions.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The work was carried out at the Plant Tissue Culture Laboratory of the Department of Biology, Plant Physiology and Laboratory of Anatomy, Department of Biology, University Federal of Lavras, Lavras, State of Minas Gerais, Brazil.

**Plant material and culture conditions**

Micropropagated seedlings of var. Red Torch about 8 cm in length were used. The seedlings were obtained by *in vitro* rooting and stretching of axillary shoots in basal DM medium (Murashige e Skoog, 1962), plus 3 mg.L⁻¹ BAP (6-benzylaminopurine), 6 g.L⁻¹ agar and pH 5.8 ± 0.1. For the cultivation, test tubes containing 10 mL of medium with only one bud per tube were used, sealed with clear plastic film and kept in a growth room under photon irradiance of 70 μm.m⁻².s⁻¹, from lamps Philips TDL, in a photoperiod of 16 hours and a temperature of 25 ± 2°C.

**Ex vitro acclimatization**

Seedlings obtained by means of micropropagation with 90 days of age were transferred directly to trays containing substrate vermiculite + 10% of sand and surrounded by a with transparent plastic bag, as a small greenhouse (Fig. 1) in order to preserve the relative humidity and thus the seedlings were kept for 15 days. The tray was maintained in a growth room at a controlled temperature of 25 ± 2°C and photon irradiance of 70 μm.m⁻².s⁻¹.

After 15 days, the experiments started with the use of three nutrient solutions: MS Murashige & Skoog, (1962), Bolle & Jones (1954) and Hoagland & Arnon (1950) at 35% ionic strength, irrigating these seedlings with 20 ml per cell once a week. Each treatment consisted of 20 seedlings.

During the 60 days of acclimatization, 4 assessments were performed to verify the modifications in the foliar tissues as a result of the *in vitro* environment transfer to the *ex vitro* one. The density of stomata (number of stomata per mm²), polar and equatorial diameter of stomata (μm), thickness of palisade parenchyma (μm), lacunar parenchyma (μm), abaxial and adaxial epidermis (μm) and diameter of the central beam (μm).

**Anatomical studies**

Anatomical assessments were carried out by means of observations made in parathermal sections (from the adaxial side), obtained by the free hand, using a stainless steel blade. To obtain the sections, the middle third of the second expanded leaf (apex-base direction), collected from different plants of each treatment and previously fixed in F.A.A (formaldehyde, acetic acid and ethyl alcohol) (Johansen, 1940) was used for 48 hours and preserved in 70% (v/v) ethyl alcohol. As for the preparation, the
sections were first clarified in sodium hypochlorite solution (50% v/v), submitted to triple washing in distilled water, stained with 1% safranine and mounted on slides using glycerinated water (50% v/v).

From these sections the analyzed variables were: stomatal density (number of stomata per mm$^2$), polar and equatorial diameters of stomata.

The traverse sections were used to measure the thickness of the epidermis (adaxial and abaxial) and the palisade and lacunar parenchyma. For this purpose, 5 leaves with 4 sections evaluated per leaf (repetition) were used, making a total of 20 observations for the stomatal density variables, and 6 leaves with 4 sections evaluated for the polar (SD) and equatorial (SD) diameters and the DP/SD relation, in a total of 24 observations. The same number of repetitions was used for cross sections. All analyzed variables were obtained through measurements performed in the Sigma Scan Pro 5th program.

**Description of treatments**

The treatments consisted of four types of leaves, as described: T1 - leaves of plants at the end of the in vitro rooting phase; T2 - persistent leaves (formed in vitro) of plants with 30 days of acclimatization; T3 - new leaves formed ex vitro of plants with 45 days of acclimatization (transition leaves); T4 - new leaves of plants with 60 days of acclimatization. For entire control of the leaves of the treatments (T2) and (T4), different color ribbon coding was carried out.

**Experimental design and statistical analysis**

For the anatomy experiment, a completely randomized design (DIC) was used, with five replications. Data analysis was performed using the Sisvar software (Ferreira, 2015) with the use of the Scott-Knott test (P<0.05).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Ex vitro acclimatization**

For the anatomy experiment, a completely randomized design (DIC) was used, with five replications. Data analysis was performed using the Sisvar software (Ferreira, 2015) using the Scott-Knott test (P<0.05).

The number of surviving plants when three nutrient solutions are used was 100%, that is, all the nutrient solutions tested, together with the substrate, were efficient in providing a favorable environment for the growth of emperor wand after 60 days (Fig. 1A and B).

Similar results were found by Bosa et al., (2003), acclimatizing Baby’s Breath (*Gypsophila paniculata*) seedlings, which is an ornamental species, with the use of vermiculite and Bolle-Jones solution (1954), survival rates were obtained between 90 to 98%. According to Maciel et al., (2000) evaluating the acclimatization of violet plants (*Saintpaulia ionantha* Wendl.). These authors found survival at 100% of the plants, by using the same substrate utilized in this work.

In growth room conditions (in vitro), the central rib of the Ginger flower leaves presents a small degree of tissues differentiation, especially with respect to the vascular ones (Fig. 2A); otherwise, in the mesophyll cells the axial epidermis appears uniserial, as well as the abaxial one (Fig. 2B), and the stomata have an oval shape (Fig. 2C) owing to the high percentage of relative humidity inside the glass, so leaving them open.

In comparison, the Ginger flower leaves, ex vitro, presented a dorsiventral and hyposomatic organization, characteristic of the species. In general sight of the central vein, the vascular system is well developed, consisting of collateral beams numbered 8 to 10, and the formation of accessory beams is observed (Fig. 2D). The mesophyll is represented by one or two layers of palisade parenchyma, juxtaposed elongated cells and lacunated parenchyma cells, loosely arranged, in the number of 5 to 6 layers and few intercellular spaces; the bisserial adaxial epidermis is observed, while the abaxial remains uniserial, with cells of variable shape.
and dimensions, being the largest dimensions observed in the adaxial face. (Fig. 2F). In a paradermal section, it is seen that the stomata change in shape and begin to assume an ellipsoid shape, which keeps them closed, preventing them from losing the water inside the leaves, thus avoiding sweating.

In Fig. 2, the cross-section of the leaflet of *in vitro* seedlings, the tissues are little differentiated in relation to the *ex vitro* plants. It is noted that the median vein has around 3 collateral vascular bundles, not evidence accessory bundles. *Ex vitro*, the plant has 2 accessory bundles and 8 to 10 vascular collateral bundles. *In vitro*, the tissue organization follows the patterns observed in *ex vitro*, such as the dorsiventral anatomy presenting palisade parenchyma in the upper face of the lamina (adaxial) and spongy parenchyma in the inferior (abaxial) face and are hypoestomatic.

According to Menezes et al., (2003), in species with dorsiventral mesophyll, the great majority of chloroplasts are found in cells of the palisade parenchyma. By reason of their shape and the arrangement of these cells, chloroplasts can be arranged parallel to cell walls, increasing photosynthetic efficiency.

In transversal section of the leaf blade, variations were observed in the epidermis thickness on the adaxial and abaxial surfaces (Fig. 3). For the different environments (both *in vitro* and *ex vitro*), the epidermis is thicker in *ex vitro* conditions. The mean leaf thickness was higher in plants also cultivated in the field when compared to plants grown *in vitro*, thus accompanying the thickness of the palisade and spongy parenchyma (Fig. 3).

Due to the use of the three nutrient solutions tested, MS (Murashige & Skoog, 1962), HO (Hoagland & Arnon, 1950) e BJ (Bolle-Jones, 1954) there were significant differences in the thickness of the tissues assessed (lacunar parenchyma and central vascular bundle) at 30 days of acclimatization (Fig. 4).

As for the epidermis, the adaxial started the cell division process from the 30 days of acclimatization (Fig. 4 D, E and F) independent of the nutrient solution used and the abaxial as mono stratified, covered by the cuticle. The thickening of the cuticle is a characteristic that gives the plants grown in the natural environment an extra protection against the action of solar radiation, by the reflection of the solar rays, avoiding an overheating of the cytoplasm of the mesophyll cells. (Alquini et al., 2003).

For the palisade parenchyma, there were no significant differences regarding the use of the three nutrient solutions (Fig. 5).

At 30 days of acclimatization, it can be observed that the greatest thickness of limb of Ginger flower leaves was observed in plants grown in nutrient solution MS, followed by plants grown in HO and BJ (Fig. 5). The thickness of the lacunar parenchyma was the one that most contributed to the greater thickness of the limbo in the plants grown in the MS solution, since no significant differences in the thickness of the epidermis were observed in the three nutrient solutions tested. (Fig. 5).
In both in vitro and in the acclimatization seedlings, the mesophyll presented a palisade parenchyma consisting of two layers of cells, but these were more elongated in the ex vitro environment. According to Lee et al., (2000), more elongated palisade cells constitute a classical pattern of response and adaptation of plants to high light intensity, which evidences the adaptive plasticity of Ginger flower plants.

At 45 days of acclimatization, the adaxial and abaxial epidermis develop very rapidly, almost doubling the thickness, which is a good indicator and shows that the species adapts perfectly to the new culture environment (Figs. 4 and 7).

Nevertheless, the epidermis, once again, do not statistically differ from each other, showing that the solutions are of excellent quality in the acclimatization of Ginger flower seedlings. The differences between the solutions occurred due to the greater thickening of the lacunar parenchyma, increasing in this way a greater thickening of the foliar limb of the irrigated seedlings with MS solution (Fig. 7). The palisade parenchyma presents gradual tissue thickening with the passage of acclimatization time, but it does not differ statistically when compared to the three nutrient solutions used (Fig. 7).

This result corresponds in part to that one reported by Gonçalves et al. (2000) in micropropagated cashew plants (Castanea sativa × C. crenata), where a progressive increase in the percentage of palisade parenchyma was obtained with acclimatization. However, the leaves formed ex vitro progressively had palisade cells organized, uniform and of more rectangular shape, being the differentiation between the more remarkable parenchyma in the second and third leaves formed during the acclimatization.

At 60 days of acclimatization, the organization of the tissues is in agreement with those observed in the acclimatized plants. The nutrient solution MS was that it more efficiently provided the Ginger flower seedlings with adequate acclimatization, and allowed the correction...
of small cell abnormalities caused by in vitro cultivation (Fig. 8).

Greater leaf limb thickness was observed in seedlings irrigated with nutrient solution MS, followed by seedlings cultivated in HO and BJ (Fig. 9).

The thickness of the lacunar parenchyma was the one that contributed the greatest thickness of the foliar limb of the seedlings grown in nutrient solution MS, since no significant differences were observed in the thickness of the palisade parenchyma and epidermis (Fig. 9).

The results observed here show that some anatomical characteristics verified in leaves formed in vitro still persist in the first leaves developed ex vitro and that only leaves originating from ex vitro differentiated foliar primordia have anatomy more similar to the adult plants (in the field), thus agreeing with (Gonçalves et al., 2000; ROMANO; Martins-Loução, 2003). The same authors still argue that the degree of transition and differentiation in relation to the foliar anatomy during the ex vitro adaptation phase of the micropropagated plants is associated to the quantity and stage of maturity of the remaining leaf primordia of the in vitro culture at the moment of the transfer of the plants, as well as the stress conditions in which the plants are submitted.

Regarding the formation and development of the central vascular bundle, the nutritional solution MS is the one that contributes most to a better functionality when compared in all times of evaluation (Fig. 10).

**Stomatal density**

The presence of stomata during acclimatization using three different nutrient solutions was only verified in the abaxial epidermis of leaf blades, which characterizes the Ginger flower staff as a hypoestomatic species. There were statistical differences for stomatal density during acclimatization periods (Table 1).

Greater stomatal density was observed in in vitro seedlings (250 stomata per mm$^2$) when compared to those ones already acclimatized (60 days) with 190 stomata per mm$^2$, presenting an increase of 76%. The increase in the number of stomata/mm$^2$ in the leaves of plants grown in vitro, when

![Fig 8. Transversal sections obtained from seedlings of *Etlingera elatior* var. Red Torch at 60 days of acclimatization. (A) Central vein of leaves of seedlings irrigated with nutrient solution MS; (B) Central spike of leaves of irrigated seedlings with nutritive solution HO and (C) Central vein of leaves of seedlings irrigated with nutritive solution BJ. Bars - 50 µm.](image)

![Fig 9. Average thickness (µm) of tissues and total thickness of the Ginger flower (*Etlingera elatior* var. Red Torch), obtained by in vitro propagation and submitted to 3 nutrient solutions, during the first 60 days of acclimatization. Averages followed by the same letter in the column do not differ by Scott Knott’s test at 5%. T4- new leaves formed ex vitro of plants with 60 days of acclimatization (transition leaves).](image)

![Fig 10. Transversal section of the leaf blade of *Etlingera elatior* var. Red Torch (Ginger flower) with 30 days of acclimatization presenting sinuosities in adaxial epidermal cells (arrows). Bar -50µm (40x).](image)
compared to the plants of the same species that grow in other environments, has been reported in several studies associated, mainly, the high relative humidity of the air inside the container under laboratory conditions.

Soares (2005), when studying the acclimatization of mangabeira plants (*Hancornia speciosa* Gomes), observed that *in vitro* plants had higher stomatal densities, when compared to the already acclimatized plants. According to Castro et al. (2007), and verified changes in *Mikania glomerata* Sprengel (Asteraceae), these authors verified that under full sun (field) conditions these leaves had an average of 170 stomata/mm$^2$ and when they were shaded 30% the amount of stomata per mm$^2$ increased to 217.

Quantities, distribution, size, shape and motility of stomata are species-specific characteristics and may change as a function of adaptations to environmental conditions (Larcher, 2000; Camargo, Marenco, 2011). In addition to stomatal behavior, the number and size of epidermal cells can vary significantly between plants grown in different environments (Abrams, Mostoller, 1995). These adaptations of the common and specialized cells of the epidermis are fundamental for the process of adaptation of the plants to different environmental conditions, optimizing, mainly, the process of gas exchanges between the water losses for transpiration and absorption of CO$_2$, necessary for photosynthesis.

According to Goryshina (1989), the stomatal density increases as the radiation intensity is decreased, thus agreeing with the results obtained in this work. The changes in the epidermis are distinct in different species regarding changes in radiation levels. In *Ocimum sellosi* Benth, the frequency and number of stomata in the epidermis in the adaxial and abaxial epidermis were significantly different in plants grown in the full solar radiation (Fráguas, 2003). It was also verified that the stomata of the seedlings leaves maintained *in vitro* presented an oval shape, indicating their inferior functionality in relation to those ones of elliptic form, found in the acclimatized seedlings. Several studies mention that the structure of the stomata of the micropropagated plants present great differences in relation to that one observed in the plants that develop in the natural environment (Fráguas, 2003).

In addition to the stomata, differences in the shape of the epidermal cells were also verified. The cells of the seedling epidermis maintained in vitro are more sinuous and have a less thick wall, which may be related to the fact that these seedlings do not yet present adaptive characteristics against excessive water loss (Fig. 10).

According to Capellades et al. (1990), the period of *ex vitro* acclimatization allows the reduction in the frequency of the number of stomata changes the format and the topography of these and, in general, favor the several foliar parameters.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The foliar structures of seedlings kept *in vitro* environments present adaxial and abaxial epidermis, as well as a thin thick cuticle. The mesophyll is endowed with a dorsiventral organization, with palisade parenchyma with one or two layers. Stomata are present in large quantities only in the abaxial epidermis, composed of cells of quite sinuous shape. In seedlings of *Etlingera elatior* var. Red Torch (Ginger flower) already acclimatized, the presence of a biserial epidermis (adaxial) and uniserial (abaxial), endowed with thick cuticular layer, and is verified. The mesophyll presents dorsiventral organization, with palisade parenchyma constituted of one or two layers of cells quite elongated. The best nutrient solution was MS (Murashige & Skoog), which was efficient in acclimatizing seedlings of *Etlingera*

---

**Table 1: Mean number of stomata/mm$^2$ (N. stomata), polar diameter (D. polar) and equatorial diameter (equatorial D.) of stomata of the abaxial face in *Etlingera elatior* var. Red Torch, obtained by *in vitro* propagation, and submitted to periods of acclimatization with three different nutrient solutions and plants in the field**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Culture Conditions</th>
<th>Nutritive Solutions 30 days</th>
<th>Nutritive Solutions 45 days</th>
<th>Nutritive Solutions 60 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>in vitro</em></td>
<td>Ex <em>vitro</em></td>
<td>MS*</td>
<td>HO*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Stomata (mm$^2$)</td>
<td>250$^a$</td>
<td>190$^a$</td>
<td>220$^a$</td>
<td>233$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Polar (μm)</td>
<td>60,28$^a$</td>
<td>83,03$^a$</td>
<td>78,45$^a$</td>
<td>77,61$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Equatorial (μm)</td>
<td>40,09$^a$</td>
<td>45,11$^a$</td>
<td>42,66$^a$</td>
<td>44,29$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/E</td>
<td>1,50$^a$</td>
<td>1,84$^a$</td>
<td>1,83$^a$</td>
<td>1,75$^a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Averages followed by the same letter, on the line, do not differ by Scott Knott's test at 5%. 30 *, 45 ** and 60 *** days relate to acclimatization periods.

---

**Fig 1:** Stomata of Ginger flower had a polar diameter of 60.28 μm and equatorial diameter of 40.09 μm. In the acclimatized or ex *vitro* leaves the mean polar diameter of the stomata was 83.00 μm and equatorial of 45.11 μm (Table 1).
elatio var. Red Torch (Ginger flower), correcting anomalies caused by in vitro culture.
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